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Multiresonant/multioscillatory and iterative learning controllers

Repetitive process control methods available in 2011 were
based mainly on one out of the following techniques:
multiresonant (multi-oscillatory) internal models or basic
integral iterative learning controller (ILC) schemes.

Both groups suffer from a lack of effective, straightforward
and relatively universal tuning methods, as well as from a
relatively challenging design of stabilizing filters.
In engineering practice these controllers, including the
necessary filters, are often tuned by guessing and
checking.
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Computational intelligence in repetitive control

Novel iterative learning controllers in which the
phenomenon of instability due to overfitting is eliminated
already at the stage of the learning rule concept
development, i.e. without the need for later
robustification using low-pass filtering – a filtering for
which there is still no certainty of stabilization for any
repetitive disturbance in the infinite time horizon.
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Repetitiveness enables iterativeness

! Repetitive process⇒ iterative learning control.

! Evolutionary search algorithm⇒ iterative learning
mechanism.

! Repetitive controller⇔ optimization problem of
shaping the control signal on the fly.

! Repetitive process control⇔ evolutionary dynamic
optimization problem (DOP). Why dynamic?
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Direct particle swarm repetitive controller

The developed direct particle swarm repetitive control
algorithm is a fully original concept and to the best of the
applicant’s knowledge no similar solutions had been
reported in the topical literature.

The starting point was to note that a physical plant subject
to a repetitive process can itself serve as the critic for a
population-based evolutionary search such as particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm.
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Direct particle swarm repetitive controller (cont.)
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Optimality vs. robustness

! Optimality does not imply robustness!
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Direct particle swarm repetitive controller (cont.)
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Direct particle swarm repetitive controller (cont.)

iteration number  k  (2 iterations = 1 second)
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Direct particle swarm repetitive controller (TI TMS320F2812)
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Why does the swarm have to be kept alive?

! Variable load conditions⇒ dynamic optimization
problem (DOP).

! DOP-capable PSO⇒ diversity of the swarm cannot
drop to zero.

! The employed diversity measure should facilitate time
distributed swarm calculations prerequisite for the
real-world implementation on an off-the-shelf digital signal
controller such as TI TMS320F2812.
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Cumulative measures – commonly used but computationally
expensive

the mean Euclidean distance of all particles to the average
point scaled by α−0.5.
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dimension
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Dimension-wise (p-wise) measures – computationally cheap but
ignored in mainstream off-line particle swarm optimization

the dimension-wise (p-wise) variance

Dp−wise
var (p, i) =

1
S

S∑
j=1

(
qj(p, i)− q(p, i)

)2
,

the average absolute deviation in each dimension

Dp−wise
abs (p, i) =

1
S

S∑
j=1

|qj(p, i)− q(p, i)|

the dimension-wise radius of the swarm

Dp−wise
radius (p, i) =

1
2
(max{q1(p, i), . . . ,qS(p, i)}

−min{q1(p, i), . . . ,qS(p, i)})
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Exemplary comparisons

swarm iteration number   k     (2 iterations = 1 second)
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The simplest measure occurs to be also the best one!!!
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The takeaways

! Everything should be made as simple as possible, but
not simpler. Einstein’s razor vs. Occam’s razor

The complete summary of DOP-based repetitive controllers is available at

m www.ufnalski.edu.pl/habilitacja

All key models/codes are published at

m www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/profile
/authors/2128309-bartlomiej-ufnalski (it is enough to google
for ufnalski matlab or follow the link on www.ufnalski.edu.pl).
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MATLABCentral
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Comments? Questions?
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